
 

 

MEMBER QUESTIONS TO PORTFOLIO HOLDER at Place Scrutiny Committee – 11 

January 2018 

Response to be made by Councillor Sutton Portfolio Holder Economy and Culture  

Question from Councillor Prowse on the Exeter Car Boot Sale  

The Exeter boot sale is an event that is part of the fabric of this City. Recent visits confirm 

that it is suffering poor patronage.  

Question 1 

What does the Portfolio Holder suggest to rejuvenate this weekly event?  

Response 1  

Councillor Sutton as Portfolio Holder Economy and Culture responded that she agreed that  
the Sunday Market and Car Boot Sale was not as busy as it once was, but, it was still well 

supported, with income figures and attendance higher than expected, when changes needed 

to be made to the market because of the development of the bus depot on the site. 

The market was closed for a short period at the end of 2015, which the opportunity was used 

to check that all market traders were registered with the Council and submitted their public 

liability insurance details.  However because a few of the traders refused to provide these 

details, they were informed that they would no longer be able to attend the market, following 

advice from Trading Standards.   

There had also been a fall in the number of car boot traders attending the market although 

not as great as the fall in the number of traders because of a change in regulations to ensure 

confidence that car boot traders are just casual car booters and not market traders 

masquerading as private car booters. She explained that this had been achieved by 

ensuring all car booters were now in private cars, rather than vans and were restricted to a 

defined space within the market site. 

These changes meant that the market was safer smaller and better organised, market.  It 

had lost the ‘rogue traders’ who refused to register with the Council and issues the market 

staff had to deal with previously, including verbal and physical abuse had been reduced 

considerably which was a positive outcome of the changes. She highlighted that the £45,000 

income lost at the market would be covered by the rental income received from Stagecoach. 

The Marketing and Communications team would be looking at ways provide the event with 

an extra boost in the spring of 2018, but it wouldn’t be as big as it was before because of the 

reduced amount of space available and the necessary much tighter control on the traders 

attending. 

Supplementary Question  

Having visited the site in the early hours, there is plenty of space available, but the rest of 

the time the vehicles are too close together for the customers. Could there be space 

available to ensure the vehicles are not touching? 

Supplementary Response  

The Portfolio Holder Economy and Culture stated she would contact the Marketing Manager 

on Councillor Prowse’s behalf and provide a response. 

 

 



 

 

Question 2  

Is the Portfolio Holder able to confirm that there are sufficient charities that still wish to 

perform marshalling duties given the drop in income that they now benefit?  

Response 2 

Councillor Sutton as Portfolio Holder Economy and Culture explained that it had become 
increasingly difficult to recruit charity groups to assist with the market for a few years. 
Although this has been addressed by by reducing the number of charity workers required 
from 12 to 6 in 2016 and in 2017, increased the amount paid to the charities from £225 to 
£250 (before the market size reduced the charity groups were paid a variable fee with a 
guaranteed minimum of £400 in return for providing 12 volunteers).  The Council has had to 
rely on two or three organisations who were willing to step in at short notice because of 
frequent late drop outs from the charities.  
 
She stated that recently it had become difficult to get the regular groups to step in to cover 
markets and that has left the staff exposed to potential safety issues on Sunday mornings. 
The decision was taken to remove the charity volunteer element of the event from January 

2018 because it was increasingly obvious that no enough charities would be able to be 

recruited. Following an increase in the bank of casual staff, staffing numbers will now 

increase from 3 to 6 for each market. Using paid staff and reduction of changing volunteers 

allows better control of the event and be able to run it with a smaller team. 

To ensure that there is still a charity/community element to the event the Council had offered 

these groups a free pitch at the event with all organisations able to take advantage of this up 

to four times a year. 

 Question 3      

If the Portfolio Holder is unable to propose any impetus is it not time to given the event to a 

franchise on an experimental basis? 

Response  

Councillor Sutton as Portfolio Holder Economy and Culture responded that she was happy 
with the way the market was run currently, and hoped to be able to improve attendance in 
the future. She stated that she would always be willing to listen to offers from others 
interested in taking over the running of the Sunday market and that any bids would need to 
make financial sense and guarantee that the safeguards remain in place. The market would 
remain open all year despite lower demand in the winter months. She highlighted however 
that it was important that the site wouldn’t cause any issues for permanent tenants and that 
by running the market in-house it would ensure the issues were properly considered. 
 


